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Measurements

11/23

CIRQL NU
Armchair

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Ref. CHN | Weight 5,4 kg/12 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,60 m / 0.70 yds (plain fabric only)

Collection: CIRQL NU by Werner Aisslinger is made with the groundbreaking invert fiber and co-extrusion process. 
This process combines two distinct fiber colors and types into one strand, resulting in stunning colorways, diverse 
textures, and geometric patterns with a 3D-effect.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric.
Frame: Made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser, if needed.
Cushion maintenance:  Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Craftsmanship in numbers: Length 249 m / 272 yds | Weaving hours 32

CHS
Cover

Additional Items CushionsFibers

seat cushion for  
CIRQL NU armchair 
B5A + fabric code

Measurements: 

∅ 48 cm 
H 5 cm 

Weight: 0,5 kg / 1,1 lbs

212 
invert sunrise

Items of this collection are available  
in all fabrics Cat. A &, B.

Fabrics

Contract

C
Features

Cushion holder
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Fibers

11/23

CIRQL NU
Armchair, central base

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Ref. CHZ | Weight 6,4 kg/15 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,60 m / 0.70 yds (plain fabric only)

Collection: CIRQL NU by Werner Aisslinger is made with the groundbreaking invert fiber and co-extrusion process. 
This process combines two distinct fiber colors and types into one strand, resulting in stunning colorways, diverse 
textures, and geometric patterns with a 3D-effect. 
Frame: Made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser, if needed.
Cushion maintenance:  Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Craftsmanship in numbers: Length 286 m /  313 yds | Weaving hours 36

CH2
Cover

Additional Items

seat cushion for  
CIRQL NU armchair 
B5A + fabric code

Measurements: 

∅ 48 cm 
H 5 cm 

Weight: 0,5 kg / 1,1 lbs

Cushions

212 
invert sunrise

Items of this collection are available  
in all fabrics Cat. A &, B.

Fabrics

Contract

C
Features

Cushion holder
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CIRQL NU
Lounge chair, central base

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Ref. CH3 | Weight 7,6 kg/17 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,70 m / 0.80 yds (plain fabric only)

Collection: CIRQL NU by Werner Aisslinger is made with the groundbreaking invert fiber and co-extrusion process. 
This process combines two distinct fiber colors and types into one strand, resulting in stunning colorways, diverse 
textures, and geometric patterns with a 3D-effect. 
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric.
Frame: Made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser, if needed.
Cushion maintenance:  Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Craftsmanship in numbers: Length 383 m / 418 yds | Weaving hours 41

CH5
Cover

Additional ItemsFibers Cushions

212 
invert sunrise

seat cushion for  
CIRQL NU armchair 
B5B + fabric code

Measurements: 

ø 62 cm 
H 5 cm 

Weight: 0,5 kg / 1,1 lbs

Items of this collection are available  
in all fabrics Cat. A &, B.

Fabrics

Contract

C
Features

Cushion holder
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CIRQL NU
Footstool

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Ref. CH6 | Weight 3,5 kg/8 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,60 m / 0.70 yds (plain fabric only)  

Collection: CIRQL NU by Werner Aisslinger is made with the groundbreaking invert fiber and co-extrusion process. 
This process combines two distinct fiber colors and types into one strand, resulting in stunning colorways, diverse 
textures, and geometric patterns with a 3D-effect.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric.
Frame: Made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser, if needed.
Cushion maintenance:  Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Craftsmanship in numbers: Length 80 m / 87 yds | Weaving hours 9

CH8
Cover

Additional ItemsFibers

seat cushion
for CIRQL NU stool 
B5A + fabric code

Measurements: 

ø 48 cm 
H 5 cm 

Weight: 0,8 kg / 1,9 lbs

Items of this collection are available  
in all fabrics Cat. A &, B.

Cushions Fabrics

212 
invert sunrise

Contract

C
Features

Cushion holder
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Measurements

11/23

CIRQL NU
Lounge chair

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Ref. CHU | Weight 5,4 kg/12 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,70 m / 0.80 yds (plain fabric only)

Collection: CIRQL NU by Werner Aisslinger is made with the groundbreaking invert fiber and co-extrusion process. 
This process combines two distinct fiber colors and types into one strand, resulting in stunning colorways, diverse 
textures, and geometric patterns with a 3D-effect. 
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric.
Frame: Made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser, if needed.
Cushion maintenance:  Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Craftsmanship in numbers: Length 137 m / 150 yds | Weaving hours 36

CHY
Cover

Additional ItemsFibers Cushions

212 
invert sunrise

seat cushion for  
CIRQL NU armchair 
B5B + fabric code

Measurements: 

ø 62 cm 
H 5 cm 

Weight: 0,5 kg / 1,1 lbs

Items of this collection are available  
in all fabrics Cat. A &, B.

Fabrics

Contract

C
Features

Cushion holder
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CIRQL NU
Side table

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Ref. CH9 | Weight 5,3 kg/12 lbs 

Collection: CIRQL NU by Werner Aisslinger is made with the groundbreaking invert fiber and co-extrusion process. 
This process combines two distinct fiber colors and types into one strand, resulting in stunning colorways, diverse 
textures, and geometric patterns with a 3D-effect. 
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric.
Frame: Made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame. The tabletop consist of a powder  
coated aluminium plate.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser, if needed.
Craftsmanship in numbers: Length 109 m / 119 yds | Weaving hours 9

CH8
Cover

Additional ItemsFibers

Contract

C
Features

212 
invert sunrise

304
lipari tabletop
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